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I am an architect with a special interest in designing urban spaces through a process that involves the
community in the decision making stage of the project. This factor has led me to work in both urban
planning and architecture as well as in the field of education and community participation.

PROFESSIONAL FIELD

Throughout my different jobs, I have become familiar with the process and development of a
project from beginning to end, encompassing the conceptualization, implementation and
evaluation process. I also have acquired a strong sense of responsibility, and I have learned to
work both independently in times of conflict, and as a part of cross-disciplinary working teams.

WORK EXPERIENCE
May 2016 – July 2016

Architect
DRAU Arquitectes
During my stay at DRAU Arquitectes I worked on the developed design, technical design and the
construction documents for an extension to a single family home in Cambrils.
-Work self-sufficiently.
-Great capacity for conflict resolution in terms of project design.
-Knowledge of building code issues for housing and general construction.

March 2016 – June 2016

Architect and community outreach planner
Raons Públiques
My role in Raons Públiques was to conduct needs analysis and facilitate workshops with adults and
children, in order to be used in the design of future urban projects. I also worked as a community
educator providing information about all this participation process.
- Facilitate and guide groups of people through planning processes in a collective manner.
- Mediate and provide support for conflict situations between groups.
- Identify key proposals and ideas of the group member’s debate.

March 2016 – May 2016

Architect
Lluís Comerón Arquitectes
My job included the design process from the developed design, through the technical design and
finally the construction documents for the restoration of two apartment buildings on Rambla Catalunya
107-109.
- Understand the user’s future needs in order to design the new spaces.
- Coordinate the structural engineers and the technical architects for the mechanical system at the
level of developed design.
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March 2015 – July 2015

Magalí Sanz

Architect
Arkspai 2G
I did the developed design, the technical design and the construction documents for the rehabilitation
of an apartment to create the new Mafer offices. In addition to this, I was co-participant in the
competition to build a mosque in Reykjavik, participating in the creation and the design of the proposal.
- Oversee the entire building process.
- Create design proposals that satisfy both the aesthetic and technical demands of the project.
- Work in a responsible manner in compliance with all of the deadlines.

March 2013 – December 2015

Architect, educator and member of the work cooperative El Globus Vermell
El Globus Vermell
As a member of El Globus Vermell I developed diverse projects: I did the book Barcelone; la Ville des
Marchés; I carried out workshops and guided visits for children and adults in different museums, I
conceived and led community participation activities and I created and implemented urban installation.
- Create, organize and manage a cooperative working project.
- Coordinate of working teams.
- Conceptualizate, implementate and evaluate diverse project typologies.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
2006 – 2014

Master’s degree in Architecture

LEVEL 7

Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
2010 – 2011

Exchange program
Universitat de Granada

Other courses

▪ The participation of a collective city (ASF, 2016).
▪ Tools for developing and analyzing the public-participatory process (Escola Sert, 2015).
▪ Architecture, cooperation and the rights to have shelter and the city (ASF, 2015).
▪ Interactions, collaborative practices in urban space (ETSAV, 2013).
▪ Photography course (La Sedeta, 2012).

PERSONAL SKILLS
Mother tongue(s)

Spanish and Catalan

Other language(s)

English

UNDERSTANDING

SPEAKING

WRITING

Listening

Reading

Spoken interaction

Spoken production

C1

C1

C1

C1

C1

A1

A1

IELTS CERTIFICATE

French
Communication skills

Organisational / managerial skills

Digital competence

Other skills

A1

A1

A1

▪ Excellent communication skills gained through my experience as an educator and guide at the
museum El Born Centre Cultural (2013-2016).
▪ Good leadership gained through my experience as an educator at the Scouts (2005-2010),
coordinator in English Summer camps (2011-2014) and member of El Globus Vermell (2013-2015).
▪ Advanced level Autocad 2D.
▪ Advanced level in Photoshop, Illustrator and In-Design.
▪ Average knowledge of Sketchup, 3D Max and V-ray.
▪ Advanced level in Pack Office, operating system Windows and iOS.
I have participated in projects that have social goals that benefit the community.
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